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Carbon Footprint Audit & Monitoring
1

INTRODUCTION
Impracticality

1.1

Our initial intention was to audit three monthʼs figures for Jan – Mar 2010 for
staff travel on business and project them for 12 months, using Defraʼs
methods. This proved to be too time-consuming. Instead we switched to
using the Carbon Trustʼs footprint calculator and co2balance.co.ukʼs
calculator for train mileages (which represents the bulk of RATCʼs journeys
besides the commute of two staff members). National Railʼs track length
tables were completely impractical for the task.

2

METHOD

2.1

We have used the Carbon Trustʼs online carbon footprint calculator
(CTCFC). Though Defraʼs conversion factor tables are available, they
provide a bewildering range which would have taken too long to fathom. The
Carbon Trustʼs calculator has selected conversion factors for each type of
emission based on Defraʼs 2008 tables. The CTCFC requires selection of a
time period and start month. Not all our data corresponds to the period
January 2009 – January 2010.

2.2

Office electricity consumption data is based on meter readings from a 34
month period to 18 May 2010. The estimated annual consumption is 3,714
KwH = 1.99 tonnes CO2.

2.3

Office gas consumption for heating are projected from an 11 month period
from 31/12/2008 to 1/12/2009, but therefore underestimate by a winter
month. This was further complicated by a change of meter, when the gas
supplier confused the domestic household meter with the office meter over
some months. The estimated annual consumption is 5,214.345 KwH = 0.96
tonnes CO2.

2.4

Staff travel makes up the bulk of RATCʼs carbon footprint. Defra suggests
online access of National Railʼs tables which give track mileages between
stations. These tables are not organised in any intuitive manner, requiring
cross referencing with a station index and list. As a journey can follow a
choice of tracks between some stations, the mileages do not correspond for
the same journey. No other online travel planner gives mileages
corresponding to National Railʼs track mileages, despite being restricted to
rail journey planning. We settled on co2balance.co.ukʼs calculator because it
has start and destination boxes that are filled from a list of stations, and
because its results were close to National Rail results. Nevertheless, this
was time-consuming.

2.5

We have assumed that buses used were diesel, and that this was also true
of taxis. Some coach mileage is in the figure for buses.

2.6

We have not included figures for Underground or Light Rail journeys. These
are minimal.
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2.7

We have not included ferry mileage. This was minimal.

2.8

We have not included air mileage. This was minimal.

2.9

Our total estimated carbon footprint for a 12-month period is therefore
roughly estimated to be 11.62 tonnes.

3

ON-GOING CARBON MONITORING

3.1

It was our original intention to facilitate travel carbon emission monitoring on
an on-going basis. This would have to combine:


an off-the-peg iPhone application for recording mileages (not including
their calculation) which could export them in Excel format by means of
synchronisation;



an off-the-peg iPhone GPS recording application to ascertain
mileages as they are travelled (taxis, buses);



Google maps;



co2balance.co.ukʼs online train mileage ʻestimatorʼ;



private or hire car odometer readings;



and an additional worksheet in our MS Excel staff timesheet which
would pre-select Defra conversion factors according to the indicated
travel mode.

3.2

Our conclusion at present is that this process is time-consuming and not
geared up to helping small organisations in an efficient or practical manner.

3.3

It is unlikely to be taken up by many SMEs, especially ones for whom
sustainability was not part of their primary purpose.

3.4

We have not concluded how we are going to monitor our carbon over the
next year, but in May 2011 we intend to do a second audit of our carbon
emissions to see whether we have been able to reduce them further.
Alison Shore
Richard Armitage Transport Consultancy Ltd.
Oxford House, Smithy Fold Road, Hyde, SK14 5QY
T: 0161 368 6603
E: info@ratransport.co.uk
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